Context such as the user's search history, demographics, devices, and surroundings, has become prevalent in various domains of information seeking and retrieval such as mobile search, task-based search, and social search. While evaluation is central and has a long history in information retrieval, it faces the big challenge of designing an appropriate methodology that embeds the context into evaluation settings. In this article, we present a unified summary of a wide range of main and recent progress in contextual information retrieval evaluation that leverages diverse context dimensions and uses different principles, methodologies, and levels of measurements. More specifically, this survey article aims to fill two main gaps in the literature: First, it provides a critical summary and comparison of existing contextual information retrieval evaluation methodologies and metrics according to a simple stratification model; second, it points out the impact of context dynamicity and data privacy on the evaluation design. Finally, we recommend promising research directions for future investigations.
INTRODUCTION

Background: Context Definition
The huge volume of digital information available on the World Wide Web (WWW), the diversity of web search tasks, the variety of user's profiles seeking information, as well as the rapid growth in the use of diverse devices made information seeking and retrieval more challenging. This has resulted in a growing demand for leveraging contextual knowledge to improve the search effectiveness. In an attempt to foster research in this field, several focused context-based information [66] , and the Conference on Human Information Interaction and Retrieval (CHIIR) [107] that started in 2016 and represent a merger of IIIX and Human Computer Information Symposium (HCIR).
Several context definitions and taxonomies [62, 67, 101, 106, 135] were proposed in contextual IR literature where they mainly differ by their constituent elements. Early approaches in contextual IR focus on the cognitive context represented with the user profile. This context includes the user interests and background during the search. User interests have been shown to be the most important context element that helps disambiguate the search [112] .
Multidimensional context definitions have been proposed through context taxonomies [27, 50, 67, 106, 121, 135] . Each of these taxonomies defines a stratification model of context features according to dimensions. Saracevic [121] and Ingwersen [62] were the first to introduce the context without distinction with the search situation. The context is defined based on several cognitive dimensions such as the user cognitive dimension, the social and organizational environment, the intention behind the search, the user goals and the system context. Based on Cool Taxonomy [27] , a more comprehensive definition of context according to levels has been proposed. The first context level is the search environment that includes the cognitive, social and professional factors that impact the user perception of relevance. The second level is related to the user background, search goals, and intentions. The third context level is the user-system interaction that involves the impact of the environment on the user relevance assessments. The last context level concerns the query linguistic level that impacts the performance of the system in interpreting and disambiguating the queries. In Reference [63] , a nested model of cognitive context stratification is defined based on seven dimensions as presented in Figure 1 : (1) The intra-objects structures where objects could represent software entities, interface, or the document. Intra-object context represents a relevant information surrounding the object such as text surrounding an image or vice versa. They could also be intra-document features, such as words in context of phrases, in context of sentences, in context of paragraphs, and so on. ( 2) The inter-objects contexts where objects could be contextual to one another such as the document references/outlinks and citations/inlinks considered as giving context to or taking context from the content of other objects, respectively. (3) Interaction context (or session activity) consists of social interaction and interactive IR activities that can be made available for the system to help it interpret current searcher actions. When the interface is considered as the core of the model, interaction context refers to the retrieval session that includes intra-system interactions like query expansion, the searching actors and their emotional-conceptual traits, and the like that are considered nested within the interaction context. (4) An individual conceptual and emotional context (actor: searcher, author); and systemic (engine, interface, information object) and domain properties immediately surrounding the core actor or component (work task, interest, preference, product). (5) A collective conceptual and emotional context (actors: search teams, author groups), systemic (networks, meta-engines, information objects, information space), and sociocultural and organizational structures in local settings. (6) Techno-economic-politico-societal infrastructures influencing all actors, components, and interactive sessions. (7) The historic context operating across this stratification, which reflects the history of all participating actors' experiences, forming their expectations. All Interactive IR processes and activities are under the influence of this temporal form of context.
In Reference [136] , a context taxonomy has been defined including mobile context, user context, task context, and document context as presented in Figure 2 . The mobile context includes the search environment such as the use of mobile devices, personal agendas, network characteristics, and the like. The user context is defined along two main dimensions: (a) the personal context including demographic, psychological, and cognitive context and (b) the social context. The search task dimension is concerned with two main aspects: the type of user information needed behind the query such as informational, navigational, or transactional, and the domain of user interest specific to the search task. The document context dimension is defined according to three main sub-dimensions: (1) the document representation such as the structural elements, the citations, and the metadata, (2) the characteristics of the data source such as credibility, and (3) the quality of the information including freshness, precision, coherence, security, and so on.
From an evolving perspective, a distinction has been made between static and dynamic context.
-A static context includes persistent characteristics of the user, system, and physical environment that influence the search. At a given time of search, we identify the following context elements as static: user personal context, including the user background, expertise, and education level; the spatio-temporal context including location and time of search; document context including language and information quality and credibility, device, and network characteristics. In addition to the aforementioned static context elements, many traditional areas in IR typically consider retrieval tasks that are most often static, purely topical, content-only, well-defined, and exhaustive. Early and major evaluation methodologies relying on a static context are reported in Section 2. -A dynamic context reflects an evolving user information need along a search task. It includes a dynamic user request expressed through a series of query reformulations until the completion of the search task [18] , viewed as a set of sub-tasks where each addresses one aspect of a main task [156] , user feedback and click-through information that are accumulated through several rounds of user-system interactions until completion of the search task [161] , or user-generated content and a log of user interactivity at different stages of the search process. 1 Context dynamicity raises new evaluation challenges and provides opportunities to design appropriate evaluation methodologies, in addition to those used for static context, as detailed in Section 4.
Basic Hypothesis of IR Evaluation: In-Context Debate and Challenges
On a fundamental and historical level, IR evaluation involves materials such as protocols, methods, data tests, and metrics that provide levels of qualitative and quantitative measurements of the IR system effectiveness. The primary goal of traditional IR evaluation studies is to basically answer the following question: Is the system able to select relevant documents? According to this perspective, system-centered IR evaluation has experienced great advancements through the traditional laboratory model initiated by Reference [26] 4 and so on. The underlying evaluation approach abstracts neither the user, viewed as the primary or internal context, nor the surrounding internal or external context, by focusing on the topical or algorithmic relevance of the information [9] , even though early studies highlighted the multidimensional aspect of relevance. Indeed, as stated by Reference [120] : "Relevance has a context, external and internal . . . Context: the intention in expression of relevance always from context is directed toward context. Relevance cannot be considered without context." Dealing with relevance in IR evaluation through algorithms, measures, and test collections should then be shifted beyond the scope of topical relevance where the basic goal of evaluation becomes: How can we make the system and user, within his surrounding context, work together to select relevant documents?. This perspective, raised from the cognitive view of IR [62] , launched the user-centered evaluation approach. With this goal on one hand and context definitions and models reported in the literature on the other hand, traditional IR evaluation models are challenged. Researchers adopting the user-centered evaluation paradigm have to define more realistic hypothesis and design novel evaluation norms that fit context-aware evaluation [75, 87] . Evaluation studies designed at the system level adopt the laboratory-based model under controlled frameworks [67, 122] . The underlying evaluation setting is based on several hypotheses highlighted below along with the context challenges.
Relevance.
Historically, relevance has been a core notion in IR, understood intuitively and less formally [122] . Early evaluation models were built based on the system or algorithmic interpretation of relevance. Consequently, the goal of traditional evaluation models is to measure the effectiveness of (topically) ranked relevant documents given topical queries.
Hypothesis 1.
Relevance involved in IR evaluation [10] is algorithmic, expressing the relation between the query (terms) and the collection of information objects expressed by the retrieved results.
-Arguments in favor: algorithmic relevance is objective and measurable, leading to valuable comparisons. This aspect is actually the best claim issued by major evaluation campaigns such as TREC and CLEF. -Arguments against: algorithmic relevance is the minimal level of relevance, which is overwhelmed by other relevance levels such as cognitive, situational, and affective relevance [10] .
Hypothesis 2.
Relevance is stable, independent, and consistent. Stability mainly refers to the low variation of relevance inferences for the same user involved in a search task. Relevance independence leads to the assertion that information objects are assessed independently. Consistency deals with the uniqueness of relevance judgments or a perfect relevance judgments' agreement between assessors.
-Arguments in favor: useful when we address the system effectiveness. Indeed, although algorithmic relevance evaluation relies on subjective human relevance assessors, the differences in relevance assessments do not lead to changes in system ordering as stated in Reference [143] and Lesk and Salton's work [89] . Hence, any resulting disagreement between assessors can be solved, and all IR systems competing in the evaluation are treated equally. -Arguments against: regarding stability, information science findings [120] report that relevance inference along a search task is accomplished within a dynamic, interacting process, in which the interpretation of other attributes may change, as context changes. The issue of relevance independence has already been addressed by several studies on the effect of several features of IR tasks, the user's relevance assessment such as result ranking [4, 61] or information format [69] , and so on. The related finding clearly argues against the independence hypothesis. Recent studies on anchoring and adjustment in relevance estimation [88, 126] prove that the human annotators are likely to assign different relevance labels to a document, depending on the quality of the last document they had judged for the same query. Regarding consistency, it is well known today that TREC and CLEF style experiments are generally based on expert assessments seen as objective, while real-life IR settings are based on real users for whom assessments are seen as subjective [19, 60] and several contextual factors affect the users when judging document relevance. Several studies validate the fact that relevance assessments are not generalizable across users [40, 58, 132] . Recent studies [142] have also shown that the use of mobile devices affects the user notion of relevance where there are differences between mobile and desktop judgments. -Arguments in favor: abstracting users allows evaluating the effectiveness of the system within replicable experiments. -Arguments against: the cognitive view of IR [62] places the user at the core of the IR task.
Rather than studying the entire retrieval process, both internal and external contexts are studied and differentiated across users. In Reference [101] , the author also identified user interaction variables and how to use them to evaluate contextual search.
Hypothesis 2. Assessors as users.
-Arguments in favor: Relevance assessments are useful when the focus is on the system outcomes but not on the search task. More specifically, the stability of TREC collections relies on the assumption that relevant documents are relevant to a single assessor, who functions as a user, at a single point of time [77] . -Arguments against: according to the hypothesis of multi-dimensional notion of relevance and in relation to individual differences, relevance assessments are not generalizable across users; they depend not only on the search topic but also on the individual contexts embedded within the retrieval task. Experimental and observational findings regarding this issue have been summarized in References [120, 122] . In support of collecting real relevance assessments, recent studies [19] argue on the use of implicit feedback from real users to replace the relevance judgments obtained by the experts as an alternative to the traditional Cranfield approach. -Arguments in favor: coherent with the relevance hypothesis.
Levels of Information
-Arguments against: generally speaking, a topic represents the purpose of the IR task; several topics within the same task may be the focus of specific searches. Thus, the task, as topic background, helps define the situational relevance that goes beyond topical relevance [10] . Several studies show that, in addition to topics, tasks affect users' information seeking, interactions, and relevance assessments; consequently, they are good candidate variables for an in-depth user and system analysis [76, 77, 81] . In addition, TREC task's track [161] argues on defining a task as a general topic that yields a set of subtopics to help achieving the task. Several studies [90, 96, 100] defined search tasks and sub-tasks while differentiating them from topics.
Summative versus Formative Evaluation.
Hypothesis 1. Users are situated at the end of the IR system evaluation design.
-Arguments in favor: supports the dichotomy system versus user-centered evaluation in the sense that while the evaluation focuses primarily on the outcome of the search, the user is considered as an ancillary facet. -Arguments against: [98] argued that " . . . we cannot discover how users can best work with systems until the systems are built, yet we built systems based on knowledge of users and how they work." Thus, formative evaluation of IR systems should run across the entire evaluation spectrum of the system, the search context and the interaction between the user and the system [37, 67] .
Related Surveys and Differences
Although contextual IR has received great attention in recent research studies and that the IR community is aware that evaluation of context-based IR is a challenging task, there are few survey papers about the evaluation of contextual IR [51, 101, 135] . The review in Reference [51] focuses on the evaluation of context-based search in a particular application domain, namely mobile IR. Melucci [101] also addresses the issue of evaluation in a survey about contextual IR in general. However, the author briefly discusses the impact of interaction variables on user relevance assessment and retrieval effectiveness. In an attempt to address challenges in system-and user-centered evaluation approaches, a workshop [110] has been held to initiate productive knowledge exchange and partnerships by combining user and system-centered methodologies in meaningful ways that can respond to the increasing user, task, system, and contextual complexity of the IR field. Our previous article [135] , which reviews existing research progress on the evaluation of contextual IR, presents an overview of early evaluation methodologies and measures that mostly fall in the system-based category where some important aspects of user-based evaluation with related levels of measurements, as well as the diversity of context forms were missing. Besides, new evaluation approaches including new methodologies, new tasks, and new measurements have been developed since the publication of the aforementioned surveys. A significant part of the recent progress is mainly due to the rise of new challenges such as the consideration of context dynamicity or the emergence of a crucial need in the area to tackle well-known issues such as privacypreserving data. Therefore, a new systematic review of the state of the art is needed.
We present several contributions in this survey. First, we perform a detailed and thorough investigation of the state of the art of system-based as well as user-based contextual IR evaluation methodologies and related levels of measurements. This study includes a comparative analysis of those methodologies and emphasizes the impact of each context form on the evaluation design. Second, we review the recent progress in the area to tackle two main challenges: context dynamicity and data privacy. For each challenge, we provide a detailed discussion of the different aspects of the problem and its implications on context-based evaluation. We also provide a list of techniques and methodologies that have been applied to address these challenges. Finally, we provide a list of promising research directions in the area.
Outline
The organization of the article is summarized as follows:
-In Section 2, we provide a synthesized and stratified review of the different evaluation methodologies in contextual IR that fall into two main classes: system-based methodologies and user-based methodologies. For each evaluation methodology, we present an overview of the related context data, tasks, topics, and relevance assessments. We also highlight their strengths and limitations and provide a compiled description to give insights on their appropriate use. -In Section 3, we review the metrics used within those methodologies based on two main evaluation objectives: estimating the context accuracy and measuring the search effectiveness. -In Section 4, we discuss recent trends in contextual IR evaluation. More precisely, we focus on the impact of context dynamicity on the evaluation design. We first highlight the emerging underlying challenges and then report an overview of the related evaluation methods and measures. -In Section 5, we address the impact of context-based evaluation on privacy-preserving data.
Therefore, we review major contextual IR applications with the related privacy risks, and the techniques used for measuring such risks including differential privacy. Next, we explore the issue of evaluating task performance within private data. -In Section 6, we discuss promising research directions.
MAJOR CONTEXTUAL IR EVALUATION FRAMEWORKS
Here we compile, criticize, and compare between representative evaluation methods of the literature in contextual IR areas according to two main classes of evaluation settings: system-based evaluation settings and user-based evaluation settings.
System-Based Evaluation Settings
This category of evaluation settings usually consists of a test bed comprising use cases and a fixed set of hypothetical context situations with corresponding relevance assessments. This category includes simulated context-based studies, log-based studies, and interface simulation studies. According to the nested model of context stratification proposed by Ingwersen and Jarvelin [63] shown in Figure 1 , interface simulation studies mainly focus on dimension 3 (interaction context), simulated context-based studies, and log-based studies focus on dimension 4 (individual context) without taking interaction/dynamic context into account and the effect of a multi-stage search scenario on the evaluation design.
Simulated Context-Based Studies.
A simulated context-based evaluation strategy [14, 28, 108, 128 ] is a typical system-based evaluation strategy relying on several criteria: users are abstracted, topics are previously created, and relevance assessments are provided by assessors-not by the participants involved in the search task. This class of evaluation studies includes evaluation tracks issued from major evaluation campaigns such as TREC, CLEF, and NTCIR. Table 1 presents the major official evaluation tracks designed for static context-based evaluation.
Official Evaluation Tracks.
TREC Contextual Suggestion track [36] 5 started in 2012 and deals with complex information needs that depend on context and user interests. The main objective of the track is to recommend interesting venues and activities to users according to their profile. In TREC Contextual Suggestion track, the impact of integrating the user profile and the user location on IR evaluation design is reflected in a relevance judgments process that is completed to achieve the profile formation on one hand and the ground truth for evaluating the search results effectiveness with respect to user profile and location at a time on the other hand. To build the user profiles, assessors were asked to give two five-point ratings for each attraction, one for how interesting the attraction seemed to the assessor based on its description and one for how interesting the attraction seemed to the assessor based on its website. To build the ground truth, since the context is composed of user profile and user location, judgment was split up into two tasks: profile relevance and geographical relevance. For profile relevance, each user represented by a specific profile will rate each suggestion as −1 (negative preference), 0 (neutral), 1 (positive preference); for the geographic relevance, NIST assessors rate the suitability of each suggestion according to user location as 2 (appropriate), 1 (marginally appropriate), 0 (not appropriate). Context-profile pairs were also judged where assessors gave ratings for the attraction descriptions and websites of the top-five ranked suggestions for each run for their profile and one, two, or three randomly chosen contexts. In addition to the basic evaluation measures (P@5; Mean reciprocal rank (MRR)), a novel context-oriented measure was considered to evaluate the system effectiveness, namely Time-Biased Gain (TBG) detailed in Section 3. Context includes two main components: (1) User location: it corresponds to a particular city location, described with longitude and latitude parameters. (2) User profile: a profile is a pair <user, suggestion> where the preference of the user for the given suggestion is assessed.
• Graded relevance judgments:
(1) profile formation; (2) • Time-sensitive topic creation.
• Graded relevance judgments.
• Cluster-based tweet presentation for better judgment consistency.
• Context-oriented evaluation measure: expected latencydiscounted gain (ELG).
NTCIR GeoTime 2010-11
Geographic and temporal query constraints
• Topic development: geographic and temporal sensitive topics.
GeoCLEF track 2005-2008
Geographic query constraints
• Topic development: geo-sensitive topics in a cross-language environment.
• Relevance assessment complexity depending on the document length, language, and content.
TREC Microblog track [91] 6 launched in 2011 and continued until 2015. The main task in TREC 2011 through TREC 2014 consists of a real-time ad hoc search task where context data includes the query time that represents the timestamp of the query in a human and machine readable ISO standard form. In TREC 2015, the main task is a real time filtering task where two sub-tasks are defined: Push notifications on a mobile phone and periodic email digest. For the push notification sub-task, the goal was to explore technologies for monitoring a stream of social media posts where the system has to recommend interesting content to a user based on the interest profile. In this task, 50 interest profiles were developed and assessed via the standard pooling methodology. In TREC Microblog track, the impact of integrating the query time on the evaluation design is reflected in the topic creation and relevance judgment process to ensure consistency. Indeed, topics are developed by NIST to represent an information need at a specific point in time where systems must rank tweets that are relevant to the user's information need and that are published prior to and including the query time defined by the topic. Tweets were judged on a three-way scale of "not relevant," "relevant," and "highly relevant." Although a standard pooling methodology was adopted, the main change in the process of providing relevance judgments was to cluster tweets so that textually similar tweets are presented to assessors in close proximity to enhance judgment consistency. In addition to basic evaluation measures (mean average precision (MAP), R-precision, and precision at rank 30, NDCG@K, normalized cumulative gain (nCG)), a contextoriented evaluation measure adopted as an official measure is the expected latency-discounted gain (ELG) detailed in Section 3.
In NTCIR GeoTime task [48] , the focus is on search with geographic and temporal constraints. Geo-temporal IR is concerned with the retrieval of thematically, temporally, and geographically relevant information resources in response to a query of the form < theme, what, where >. The challenges of integrating time and location in IR evaluation design are related with topic development and relevance assessments. Topics were developed based on Wikipedia articles so that they include time and space aspects. Regarding the relevance judgments, judgment was graded in that a document could be assessed as "fully relevant" if it contained text that answered both the "when" and "where" aspects of the topic. The document was assessed as "partially relevant where" if it answered the geographic aspect of the topic and "partially relevant when" if it answered the temporal aspect of the topic. The official evaluation measures are Average Precision (AP), Q, and normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG).
In GeoCLEF tracks (2005-2008) [47] , the focus is to test and evaluate cross-language geographic IR (GIR), which consists of retrieval for topics with a geographic specification. Context is represented with geo-references within the query. The challenge for evaluation design relates to topic generation where the topic set should be geographically challenging, have relevant documents in other collections of different languages, and should not favor keyword-based approaches instead of profound geographic reasoning. This was achieved by including several difficulties into the topics such as ambiguity, vague geographic regions, cross-lingual issues, and so on. Another challenge at the evaluation level was related to the relevance assessment process, which is highly dependent of the document length, language, and content. For instance, short news agency articles were easier to judge with their headlines than long and essay-like stories covering multiple events without a specific narrow focus.
Track Campaign-Like-Based Evaluation.
Evaluation settings under this evaluation strategy are proposed externally to official campaigns but reuse similar evaluation design and/or the related resources.
-Context: user contexts are generally simulated by hypothetic context situations [104, 128] .
The user is simulated in Reference [28] by considering that a plausible interest could be represented by a TREC domain of Disk1&2 in which automatically generated subqueries define a search session. In Reference [128] , a set of signal documents, called the profile set, classified under the concept/user interest from which the tested query is formulated, allows modelling the user profile/context used to personalize the search results for the query at hand. Context is simulated in References [13, 128] by considering that an ODP 7 concept represents a potential user interest. In Reference [104] click-through data are also hypothesized and used as additional part of the simulated contexts; -Topics and tasks: topics could be predefined [104] , represent TREC topics as in Reference [28] , or automatically generated using the top terms of the DMOZ (directory.mozilla) ontology [128] or the top terms of DMOZ ontology selected in a location branch of the DMOZ (US cities) in Reference [14] ; DMOZ is an open-content directory of WWW links maintained and known as the Open Directory Project (ODP).
-Relevance assessments: heavily depend on the query process generation, TREC relevance assessments [28] , documents under the concept representing the context [14, 128] , or expert human assessment [104] .
Since users are abstracted and real contexts are not involved, simulated context-based studies allow obtaining an overview of the system performance with slight explanations of the impact of context on the system performance. Moreover, they generally require creating artificial information needs, which is a hard task [43] . Last but not least, relevance assessments are generally undertaken in hypothetic contextless settings [28, 104, 128] , which highly impact their real value.
Log-Based Studies.
A transaction log is an electronic record of interactions that results from the user interactions with a system [70] . Log analysis, which gives more specifically a realistic and longitudinal picture of user's searches on search engines, is widely exploited in contextual IR evaluation [1, 8, 86, 145, 155, 162 ].
-Context: various contextual features in users' log data are used for evaluation purposes, such as click-through data, browsing features, queries and related results, top search results [1, 134, 137, 149] , GPS and mobile cellular data connection [8, 162] , and so on; -Topics and tasks: topics are generally randomly extracted from log data [1, 86] , based on later queries in the sessions as in Reference [137] . They also refer to specific problems preprocessed within case studies [149] ; -Relevance assessments: relevance data is not entailed in log files. In most cases, the top search results of the testing queries are assessed by assessors [1, 137] or relevance judgments can be inferred through behavioral evidences analysis such as in Reference [134] where document pair preferences are assumed on the basis of "download," "not download" a user's actions. In case studies, relevance assessments are provided by experts such as in Reference [149] , where one relevant document is assigned to each case (query) being the problem's right answer.
The main advantage of log-based studies is that they provide a method for collecting data from a great number of users, namely queries and click-through information in a reasonable and nonintrusive manner. However, they present the following limitations: -It is unclear for what task purpose the queries were written [77] .
-The automatic identification of session boundaries is a hard problem, which makes the query sampling a time-consuming task. Session identification has been studied widely in the literature, where it has been clearly stated that identifying session boundaries is challenging [59] and should be complemented with manual intervention; -Since log data does not contain explicit relevance assessments and the number of queries and users is uncertain, then a pool of queries should be first defined and an evaluation scenario should involve participants to collect relevance judgments. -The log usage data has a limited availability. -A user's log data may be insufficient within specific context applications such as mobile IR, where additional context features like individuals' identities, demographic data, nearby persons' movements, and external sensors' data are required.
Interface Simulation-Based Studies.
According to the context stratification model proposed by Ingwersen and Jarvelin [63] , interface simulation-based studies focus on dimension 3 (interaction context) of Figure 1 . Interface simulation studies refer to the use of searcher simulations inferred through searcher interactions at the results interface for evaluating implicit feedback models [151, 153] . Specific search interfaces were developed to more engage the searchers in the examination of search results than traditional styles of result presentation adopted by commercial search systems. More precisely, the developed search interfaces are designed to implement an aspect of polyrepresentation theory [65] , and display multiple representations of the retrieved documents simultaneously in the results interface. Documents are represented at the interface by the document title and query-biased summary of the document: a list of top-ranking sentences (TRS) extracted from the top 30 documents retrieved, scored in relation to the query; a sentence in the document summary, and each summary sentence in the context it occurs in the document (i.e., with the preceding and following sentence).
-Context: Context is represented with interactive relevance paths that are composed when searchers travel between different representations of the same document. The paths provide searchers with progressively more information from the best documents to help them choose new query terms and select what new information to view. These paths are simulated by being extracted just from relevant documents, non-relevant documents, or from a mixture of relevant and non-relevant documents, depending on the simulated search scenario [153] ; -Topics and tasks: TREC topics 101-150 were used and the query was taken from the short title field of the TREC topic description. For each of the 50 TREC topics used as queries, the simulation retrieved the top 30 results and so simulate the relevance paths; -Relevance assessments: TREC relevance assessments were used. The use of TREC relevance assessments was still valid in this evaluation methodology as they were assumed to be independent of the interfaces and the systems that led to the documents being assessed.
The main advantage of interface simulation studies is that they enable more control over the experimental conditions in predetermined retrieval scenarios without the need for costly human experimentation. Additionally, it helps system designers in identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the system by allowing them to eliminate interactions that could cause problems, and the best solutions could be further tested with real test persons in the laboratory. One disadvantage of this type of evaluation study is that it assumes that all searchers in a scenario would interact in the same way.
User-Based Evaluation Settings
This category of evaluation settings includes user studies [94, 114, 115, 124, 139, 163] and diary studies [11, 23, 95] . According to the context stratification model of Ingwersen and Jarvelin [63] shown in Figure 1 , user-based evaluation studies focus on dimension 4 without considering interaction/dynamic context.
User Studies.
The basic underlying idea is to test and evaluate the system effectiveness along with the natural user interaction with the system [10] . A system that supports IIR-based user studies on the web has been proposed in Reference [148] where it includes web-event logging and usability/eye-tracking functionality. Also, user studies have been undertaken for the purpose of designing effective interfaces. The user study in Reference [92] has shown that users prefer paragraph-sized chunks of text over just an exact phrase as the answer to their questions in the context of using a question-answering system. In Reference [113] , the focus of the user study was on the emotional impact of search tasks upon the searcher and how could it lead to improved experimental design. Another user study [3] was focused on exploring the relationship between relevance criteria use and human eye movements. In Reference [80] , the purpose of the user study was to find the best snippet size needed in mobile web search.
In the literature of contextual IR evaluation, a wide range of user studies have been undertaken within several evaluations settings and protocols [38, 45, 108, 115, 124, 152] . These settings include the following:
-User studies where users are involved mainly in controlled tasks and relevance assessment is considered as the basic and only interaction with the system (users as assessors); -Users studies where users are involved in controlled search tasks with predefined sets of queries and interact with the search engine through formulating a small number of queries to simulate a search session, examining the search results, terminating sessions, and assessing document relevance (users as evaluation participants); -User studies where users deal with simulated/predefined tasks [10] and interact "naturally" with search engines under laboratory conditions. Users are to formulate queries and interact naturally with the system to complete a search task and are also involved in the relevance assessment process.
User Studies: Controlled Tasks, Minimal
Interaction with the System. This setting is the most basic way to extend simulated context-based studies [38, 45, 108] . By involving users as assessors, this allows us to evaluate the extent to which multidimensional relevance assessments provided by users can enhance the context and consequently evaluate the quality of the search engine outcomes.
-Context: data context is limited to user's relevance feedback on the top search results.
-Topics and tasks: topics are not user-generated. They are automatically created in a research step [108] or collected from web search-engine logs [45] , thus ensuring reliable assessment. -Relevance assessment: users assess the top search results [45, 108] and/or assess relevant concepts related to the queries at hand [38] .
This type of evaluation studies involves users to perform one main activity: assess document relevancy. The main advantage of this category of user studies is that relevance assessments provided by test persons/users are comparable to ground truth assessments such as TREC if the evaluation is performed with short term interaction (one to two retrieval runs). In other terms, the assessor/test person provides relevance feedback for only one retrieval run where no learning effects by test persons can influence the experiment [64] . Although the minimal interaction with the system under evaluation is useful, it is clearly limited in realism. Indeed, if a system is designed to support contextual search, then rich user interactions with the system during the evaluation process are important to allow naturalistic contextual search scenarios to happen and put more context features in play.
User Studies: Controlled Tasks, Rich
Interactions with the System. This setting makes use of prior well-built test collections to launch the evaluation studies with real users where rich user interaction with the system at multiple stages of the evaluation process are involved [119, 123, 125] . Well-defined topics such as TREC topics are used as simulated work tasks [9] to generate queries.
-Context: rich user interactions with the system such as click-through data, queries, and related search results [119, 123, 125] . -Topics and tasks: topics in TREC 2004, 2003 TeraByte track [123] and TREC AP [125] are used as task descriptions. The users may generate a small number of queries within the same topic to simulate a search session and then allow a user's interaction with the system within a search session [125] .
-Relevance assessments: In Reference [125] , TREC relevance assessments are used, while, in Reference [123] , users assess relevance of the top mixed rankings issued from web search engines. In Reference [123] , users are provided with a predefined set of topic categories and related search tasks. During the relevance assessment process, in case the simulated session involves several interactions with the system, then TREC assessments cannot be applied and compared to test persons' assessments due to the learning effects by test persons on the experiment as stated in Reference [64] .
The use of well-established experimental resources such as TREC in an evaluation study is definitely interesting: topics are well defined and relevance assessments are available. However, if the latter are used [125] , this induces the assumption of relevance generalizability, which is far from being true [144] ; if relevance assessments are ignored and new ones are provided by users involved in the evaluation [123] , recall-oriented measures are not applicable but this would not be a limitation for high-precision-oriented evaluation studies. One can mismatch between TREC relevance judgments and real users' judgments by applying interactive recall and precision [141] .
User Studies: Uncontrolled Tasks, Rich
Interactions with the System. One of the most common ways to undertake a user study is through uncontrolled tasks, enabling naturalistic user interactions with systems [1, 94, 103, 104, 114] . Users are asked to complete main tasks and the study is designed to gather information context, either internal or external, to obtain more insights about the user's behavior for prediction purposes and, consequently, to enhance the search outcomes.
-Context: personal user information such as desktop index [1] , queries, top results, and feedback on automatic annotations [94] or browsing actions on documents [104] . -Topics and tasks: self-generated queries from the diary log of users [1, 114] , general [1] prior queries [104] , free queries that seemingly interest the users [103] . -Relevance assessment: a user's relevance assessment of the top search results [1, 103] and annotations [104] .
Evaluations based on user studies conducted using uncontrolled tasks with rich user interactions with the system are the most comprehensive type of user-centered evaluation. However, they are time consuming and researchers must be careful to what extent they can generalize their findings regarding several limits: topic familiarity differences between users, accurate and reliable interpretation of search behavior, appropriateness of queries and tasks.
Diary Studies.
A diary study consists of a representative sample of test participants recording information about their daily lives in real situations for a given period of time. The data gathered from the study, structured through diary entries, can vary from simple format (date, time, description) to complex ones issued from questionnaires. Diary study entries can then be exploited to achieve different goals, depending on the nature of the data and the objectives of the study. Diary studies are presented in an early work by Reference [117] as a workplace-oriented tool to guide laboratory efforts in the human computer interaction (HCI) field and used later widely (in HCI field) for several evaluations tasks [15, 138] . In the contextual IR area, few evaluation studies are based on typical diary studies. Beyond analyzing mobile information needs [21, 24] , diary studies were undertaken [11] to measure retrieval accuracy within mobile environments where location, time, and user interests are the key context attributes. In Reference [21] , a diary study was conducted where the data collection is mainly a lifelog data that includes computer activities, mobile phone activities, photos, geo-location, Bluetooth, biometrics, and tweets. The purpose of the study was to investigate episodic context features for refinding tasks. A review of the -Context: participants are asked to label their information needs with a narrative description, the explicit location, and time they issued their queries. The participants' interests are manually specified by participants themselves or automatically learned from their manual relevance assessments of the top returned documents in response to their past queries [11, 21] . -Topics and tasks: free topics expressed by the participants in situ within their current task (travelling, leisure, working, and so on) [11, 21] . -Relevance assessments: each participant who submitted a query (in the diary study), is asked to judge whether a document from the set of top N retrieved results in response to his/her query was relevant or not according to its underlying context. Relevance judgments are given using a three-level relevance scale: relevant, partially relevant, or not relevant.
Diary studies allow non-intrusive evaluation, in comparison to user studies or simulated context-based studies. Moreover, since diary study frameworks involve real users in situ within real contexts, they allow gathering various context dimensions in the testing data. However, they require information recording, which could be tedious in the case of complex entries. Another weakness of diary studies is the lack of methodological guidelines to achieve reliable outcomes [154] , even though some advice is given in Reference [117] .
Synthesis
We synthetize the four evaluation settings in contextual IR area described above, according to our subjective view through several dimensions that heavily impact the overall evaluation methodology: the role of participants, viewed as the core context in the evaluation settings, the evaluation mode, duration, and type. The role of the participants mainly consists of (1) creating testing topics, (2) interacting with the search engine, and (3) assessing the relevance of the search engine outcomes. Table 2 presents the role of the participants in each of the evaluation settings where Y denotes that the role is present and N denotes that the role is absent.
-Simulated context-based evaluation represents one extreme in Table 2 (N, N, N) regarding the user's role in the evaluation settings. No interaction is acquired with real users. -In log-based studies, users create topics and interact with the search engine while achieving the search tasks. However, their relevance assessments of documents are not logged. -In user studies, participants may create the topics, interact with the search engine to achieve the search task, and also provide their relevance feedback on the result set. -Diary studies represent another extreme of user-centered evaluation studies (Y, Y, Y) in Table 2 regarding the user's role in the evaluation settings. Participants are involved in recording diary studies' concurrent logs and also in the relevance assessment process.
From another point of view, we synthesize the four above evaluation settings (simulated contextbased studies, log-based studies, user studies, and diary studies) using three main evaluation features as shown in Table 3 : evaluation mode, duration, and type.
-Mode: the evaluation mode determines the conditions of the place where the evaluation happens, either controlled in a laboratory evaluation mode or within real life conditions in a naturalistic mode. -Duration: we mainly distinguish longitudinal experiments that require occurring within a long period of time and narrow time experiments that take a relatively short slot of time.
Longitudinal evaluation is required to integrate reliable experiment variables in contextual IR evaluation such as user's interests, behavior, task achievement, and local browsing traces. Evaluation measurements are usually taken within regular intervals of time. -Type: evaluation type could be either batch or in-live. Batch evaluation refers to an evaluation setting where search tasks have already occurred and traced in files such as in trackcampaign-like evaluation. In contrast, live evaluation involves users achieving search tasks in real time. Table 4 summarizes the experiments' features of each class of evaluation methodologies in terms of repeatability, large scale, controlled, or uncontrolled tasks.
LEVELS OF MEASUREMENTS
In this section, we focus on the measures used for evaluating contextual IR techniques and models' effectiveness. The state of the art in contextual IR reveals that there are two classes of measures for evaluating the retrieval effectiveness. The first class concerns the measurement of context accuracy with respect to real-life contexts involved in the evaluation through users and their corresponding internal and/or external contextual features. The second class of measures is performance-oriented and used to measure the relevancy of the search outcomes regarding the search task and the context in which it occurs.
Context Accuracy Evaluation Measures
Context accuracy measures allow comparing automatically created context and actual-context representations. Thus, the evaluation studies that report context accuracy measures rely on manual or hypothetical relevance assessment of the automatically created context. A review of context accuracy measures used in previous work is presented in Table 5 . It is worth it to mention that there are no standard measures for context evaluation, thus the suitability and interpretation of any measure is highly dependent on the context representation.
Contextual Retrieval Effectiveness Evaluation
The evaluation measures used to compute the overall performance of contextual search highly depend on three main factors: the evaluation scenario whether it is contextless or not, the contextualization methodology whether it is click-based or profile-based, and the type of involved context. For contextless evaluation scenarios, the evaluation measures that are used to compute the overall performance of contextual search are commonly used to evaluate basic IR. Indeed, the effectiveness measurement requires baseline evaluation scenarios that are basically represented through contextless scenarios [1, 30, 104, 134, 137] involving topical ranking such as BM25 model and vectorial model [1, 134, 137] , relevance feedback model [1] , BM25 with relevance feedback reranking [1, 30] , web search ranking [12, 29, 133] , or close contextual ranking models [2, 30, 135] . In terms of the contextualization methodology, we distinguish between profile-based personalization and click-based personalization. Profile-based personalization aims at exploiting a user profile defined with topics of interest to improve the retrieval effectiveness. Click-based personalization aims at exploiting the previous user click-through information to enhance the rank of relevant documents in the search results and, consequently, the retrieval effectiveness.
Most existing works do not adapt evaluation measures with respect to the type of context. However, recent work showed that context dynamicity gave rise to specific measures as detailed in Section 4. In the following, we categorize the set of evaluation measures used to evaluate contextual retrieval effectiveness systems as follows: binary relevance measures, graded relevance measures, correlation-based measures, and context-oriented measures. These measures are presented in Table 6 along with the context of use, description, and mathematical form for each measure.
-Binary relevance-based measures: These are basic IR evaluation measures, including recall and precision-like measures such as MAP, P@X, and R@X. Most of the existing contextual IR approaches that use these measures rely on profile-based personalization and adopt contexless evaluation scenarios. The main feature of these measures is that they are used for evaluating overall topical ranking performance and are insensitive to the level of relevance of documents. These measures are generally used in both system-based and user-based evaluation methodologies. -Graded relevance-based measures: These evaluation measures are designed for situations of non-binary notions of relevance such as discounted cumulated gain measures, namely DCG and nDCG. These measures are sensitive to both the rank of relevant documents and level of relevance and are mainly used to evaluate the relevance over some number k of top search results. Graded relevance-based measures are commonly used in simulated context-based studies, namely in official evaluation campaigns such as TREC contextual suggestion, TREC microblog search, CLEF social book search, TREC session track, TREC task track. They are also used commonly in click-based personalization approaches where the evaluation is conducted as track-like evaluation studies, log-based studies, user studies, or diary studies. -Correlation-based measures: These measures allow estimating the correlation between context-based ranking and ideal ranking. Most of contextual IR approaches that use these measures rely on click-based personalization. These measures include page gain ratio, mean click position, average and weighted average rank. These measures are commonly used in click-based personalization approaches where click-through information is used to promote relevant results to higher ranks. -Context-oriented measures: Context-oriented evaluation measures shift the focus of evaluation from topical to context-driven metrics. Context-oriented metrics include time-biased gain and expected latency gain that were used as official evaluation metrics in the TREC contextual suggestion track and Trec Microblog track, respectively. [28, 128] R@X: Recall at top X documents computes the recall after X retrieved documents R@X = Rel X R , Rel X : number of relevant documents among top X returned documents, R: total number of relevant documents.
Graded relevance measures
Cognitive context: User interests built from search history [139] Discounted Cumulated Gain (DCG): discounts the value of relevance documents according to their rank Page gain ratio: Computes the relative gain induced from the number of browsing pages between the contextual retrieval reference outcome and ideal retrieval outcome
Cognitive context: Clickthrough data [155] Mean click position: Measures whether a re-ranking method promotes the search results which are clicked on by the users to higher positions
c is the set of the clicked URLs for the last query in the i th test case. 
Context form Metric and Description Formula Context based measures
Cognitive and geographic user context [35] Time-Biased Gain (TBG) [131] : This measure estimates the amount of time it takes for the user to process a given document by considering aspects such as the document length, duplicates and summaries that influence the time required.
• D is a decay function.
• T(k) is how long it took the user to reach rank k, calculated using the following two rules: -The user reads every description which takes time T desc . -If the description judgment is 2 or above then the user reads the document which takes time T doc .
• A(k) is 1 if the user gives a judgment of 2 or above to the description and 3 or above to the document, otherwise it is 0. • Z(k) is 1 if the user gives a judgment of 1 or below to either the description or the document, otherwise it is 0.
The four parameters for this metric are taken from Dean-Hall et al. [34] :θ = 0.5, T desc = 7.45s, and T doc = 8.49s, and the half-life for the decay function H = 224.
Temporal context: query time in TREC microblog track [93] Expected Latency Discounted Gain (ELG): this measure is used to accommodate the integration of query time into the mobile push notification of the TREC Microblog track.
where where N is the number of tweets returned and G(t) is the gain of each tweet:
• Not relevant tweets receive a gain of 0.
• Relevant tweets receive a gain of 0.5.
• Highly-relevant tweets receive a gain of 1.0.
The measure considers a latency penalty= MAX(0, (100 -delay)/100) applied to all tweets where the delay is the time elapsed (in minutes, rounded down) between the tweet creation time and the putative time the tweet is delivered.
HOW CONTEXT DYNAMICITY MADE IR EVALUATION MORE CHALLENGING? 4.1 Basic Notion: Dynamic Context
Usually, it is assumed that the context surrounding a search session from which we extract evidence to evaluate contextual search effectiveness is fixed. However, the recent research literature in the IR area highlights that the range of search tasks grows with an increasing number of complex nature of search tasks [6] . The latter includes exploratory searches [150] where a user seeks to learn more about a topic through iterative and multitactical search processes, and multi-tasking searches [56] where the information needs to involve multiple and interrelated sub-tasks. Both types of search tasks span over multiple search sessions based on a dynamic search scenario embedding an open-ended context. It turns out that the search context is not static but rather evolves during the search. Thus evaluation is even more challenging since (1) the evaluation protocol might consider the context milestones and the coverage of the inherent sub-contexts to estimate the overall search performance and (2) beyond relevance of the system results, the evaluation is rather qualitative since it should provide insights on the usefulness of the system for users by helping them to accomplish the underlying complex search task. To the best of our knowledge, apart from theoretical investigations on the evaluation of IR systems from a task perspective to provide a framework for designing evaluation studies [72] , so far there are no standard evaluation settings for dynamic context-based IR, and the few studies that tackled this issue specifically covered the search task as the core element of context. In this section, we first examine the additional requirements of an IR evaluation framework given a complex task and then review the recent specific evaluation methodologies and measures.
Impact of Context Dynamicity on Evaluation Design
Evaluating Context Coverage.
According to the viewpoint theory [72] , the dynamicity of contexts suggests the need of developing evaluation indicators that reflect the longitudinal and coherence aspect of the context built alongside the search task. Since evaluation requires comparisons against standards, there is a need to provide (1) baseline techniques for generating the expected sub-tasks given the original query that triggers the complex task, (2) qualitative human assessment of the automatically generated sub-contexts to build the ground truth, and (3) measures that evaluate the coherence and coverage of the dynamic context. For this purpose, both quantitative and qualitative evaluation are required. Baseline techniques for sub-task generation include topical clustering techniques such as LDA) [99] or adaptive-structural clustering [146] , graphs linking task nodes based, for instance, on random walks [56, 57] . The ground truth is built based on human assessment according to diverse criteria judged based on a three-point scale such as: relatedness, interestingness, diversity, completeness, or coherence and coverage [56, 57] . The metrics used for context coherence and validity evaluation rely on recall-oriented measures based on the best alignment of the automatically expected sub-tasks with the ground truth [56, 99, 146] .
Evaluating Task Completion.
While the standard context-based evaluation has focused on assessing the performance of retrieval systems in returning the best results that match the user and the search context, the dynamicity of context puts the evaluation focus on the extent to which systems help the user in achieving a given complex search task. Thus, appropriate evaluation methodologies and measures are required to support success indicators in reaching this new goal. An overview of the major evaluation metrics used for this purpose is provided in Table 7 .
An extension of the nDCG metric to multi-query sessions, called the session nDCG has been proposed by Reference [71] . The authors introduce a cost for reformulating a query as well as scanning down a ranked list by applying a penalty to those documents that appear at the bottom for later 
Context form Metric and Description Formula
User's search history based on sessions Session nDCG [71] : extends the DCG measure by introducing the cost of reformulating a query −1) )) , b: log base chosen to be 2, Additional discount is applied to documents retrieved for later reformulations. For rank i between 1 and k, there is no discount. For document at rank i that came after j th reformulation, the discount is sDG (i) = 1 (loд bq (j+bq−1)) DG (i), bq: log base chosen to be 2 session DCG use the sum over sDG(i):
User's search history based on sessions μERR [20] : Measures the length of time that the user will take to reach a relevant document
Where R i is the probability that a user finds a document relevant as a function of the editorial grade of that document calculated as follows:
where д i is the grade of the i th document, and R is a mapping from relevance grades to probability of relevance.
User's search history based on sessions
Expected session measure esM [74] : Extends the interpolated precision and recall by considering the relevant count of each possible browsing path of the user
where Ω is the set of all possible paths that follow the user model, re f is the set of reformulations at different points of path w, r i is the reformulation at point i.
User's search history based on sessions, user's search task Cube Test [97] : measures the speed of reaching a relevant document with regard to the task structure (sub-task)
query reformulations. ERR [20] is an extension of the classical reciprocal rank (RR) to the graded relevance of documents. Basically, it measures the length of time that the user will take to reach a relevant document. Unlike the RR metric, the ERR is based on a cascade model that considers the dependency between documents in a result page beyond their position. The esM [74] metric relies on a user model over the space of browsing paths built upon query reformulations, scrolling down and abandoning. For instance, in the model-free session model, the authors define session versions of interpolated precision and recall by dividing the relevant counts for each possible path through the results. Recently, a new metric, called the Cube Test, has been proposed by Reference [97] . The peculiarity of this metric is that it is based on a water-filling model that considers both the speed of gaining relevant information to answer the overall information need and the subtopic relevance. 
Track
Context form Evaluation measure
TREC Session
The user's search history which consists of (1) the current query q t submitted at time t, (2) the set of past queries in the session, (3) the ranked list of URLS for each past query, and (4) the set of clicked URLs/snippets and the time spent by the user reading the corresponding webpage nDCG@10, Session nDCG
TREC Dynamic Domain
The user's search task: A set of subtopics, each of which addresses one aspect of a main topic that is the key search target for one complete run of dynamic search. Passages from the relevant documents are also identified and assigned to the subtopics with a graded relevance rating Cube Test [97] and μ-ERR [19] TREC tasks
The user's search task: The implicit task the user attempts to achieve Diversity metrics such as ERR-IA and α − NDCG [25] CLEF interactive Social Book Search
The user's search task: An implicit multi-step or exploratory search task Session length, number of submitted queries and number of books collected
It includes a function specifying whether more "document water" is needed for a subtopic, which depends on the current amount of document water in a subtopic cuboid.
Evaluation Methodologies
To the best of our knowledge, we can learn from the literature that most of evaluation methodologies used so far for evaluating dynamic-search-based scenarios are the traditional log-based studies described in Section 2 [56, 57, 99, 146] and specific system-based evaluation methodologies launched recently within official evaluation campaigns [52, 74, 157] . We report in Table 8 the major recent IR evaluation tracks, including scenarios of complex and longitudinal search tasks. The TREC Session track [18] 8 is the first one that specifically deals with search activities over sessions; a session is a sequence of query search activities related to the same information need. The main underlying goal is to test whether a document ranking is improved by considering a past user's queries and interactions (clicked URL webpages) over sessions. The Dynamic Domain track [156] 9 is a young track that started in TREC 2015. This track focuses on domain-specific search algorithms that adapt to the dynamic information needs of professional users as they explore in complex domains. The main task is a dynamic search across multiple interesting domains where the search includes multiple runs of interactions and the participating systems are expected to dynamically adjust their systems based on the relevance judgments provided along the way. Systems should stop when they believe they have covered all the user's subtopics sufficiently. The subtopics are not known by the system in advance; systems must discover the subtopics from the user's responses.
The TREC Tasks track [160] 10 is another young track that was started in 2015 as an intersection of the diversity and session tracks. This track puts the user's task at the center of the evaluation process by exploring system's understanding of tasks users aim to achieve and measures relevance of output documents according to evolving tasks in a given query.
The interactive track of CLEF Social Book Search [82] 11 was started in 2014. The goal of the track is to investigate interactive multi-step or exploratory searches using book search systems that rely on different types of book metadata and social-generated content. The latter includes opinionated descriptions and user-supplied tags that provide users with new criteria of search. The organizers claim that the long-term objective of the tasks is to investigate user behavior through a range of user tasks and identify the influence of different types of metadata on the multi-step search process.
IMPACT OF CONTEXT-BASED EVALUATION ON PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATA
Within the objective of evaluating contextual IR, several contributions have focused on constructing datasets based on topical profiles of a user's short-term and long-term search history, a user's interactions with the system or surrounding users through social interactions, or a user's location history. However the availability and use of such datasets by third parties would raise user concerns from a privacy perspective. For instance, the AOL data released in 2006 is a well-known privacy incident. 12 AOL released 20 million search keywords and search history for over 650,000 users over a 3-month period intended for research purposes. However, The New York Times was able to de-identify users from the released dataset by cross referencing the data with phone book listings. Another well-known example of privacy concerns in datasets is Netflix, which released an anonymous dataset of user movie ratings used for evaluating recommendation tasks. Unfortunately, users in the dataset have been re-identified [105] by linkage with the Internet Movie Database (IMDb), leading to a lawsuit. More specifically, in the IR evaluation area, TREC Medical Record Retrieval tracks have been suspended because of the privacy issue and the TREC Microblog track provided the test collection for participants only through the use of the Twitter API. As stated by TREC organizers, the use of the API for creating the ground truth may violate the Twitter's terms of service in case it is used to collect the entire content of the Twitter stream. Moreover, the NTCIR lifelog task [53] organizers release only data gathered for few individuals due the the highly personal nature of the datasets and the inherent legal issues around the release. This limitation implies the challenge of sourcing datasets and test collections that could support comparative evaluation of tasks using lifelog datasets [54] .
All the above examples highlight the barriers that could be faced when evaluating IR tasks embedding contextual and personal data. The privacy-preserving data issue in IR has been explored in recent venues such as privacy preserving IR (PIR) workshops launched since 2014 [127] in conjunction with the SIGIR conference. Some of the critical aspects that have attracted considerable debate over the third edition are (1) How to detect personal/private information and measure the privacy and security risks? (2) How to ensure private IR dataset release for evaluation purpose?
Furthermore, various recent works have focused on the design of suitable evaluation frameworks and measures under the challenge of privacy issues; accordingly, another relevant question is (3) to what extent is the evaluation of contextual IR performance feasible and reliable when using private data? In what follows, we summarize the relevant state-of-the-art findings that attempt to answer each of the above questions.
Overview of Contextual IR Applications and Related Privacy Risks
The growth and the diversity in the types of context used in a wide range of IR applications have created new risks to user privacy. The main issue is that a data releaser could not tell what information an attacker would cross-reference in the released data to infer other private data. In the following, we review the major contextual IR applications that involve sensitive data and identify the nature of privacy risks followed by the techniques used for measuring such risks.
Major Contextual IR Applications and Related Sensitive Data.
-Personalized search: E-commerce engines and medical search applications mainly rely on the use of collections of contextual data related to the personal user activities such as clickthrough, queries, browsing information, and demographics data to learn user models with the purpose of enhancing the search and/or maximizing revenues. Personalized search can potentially lead to a privacy violation by revealing such data, even if they are masked with random identifiers or hashed for anonymization purposes. For instance, Refernce [85] showed that publishing tokenized query logs does not preserve privacy in the case where the adversary has access to another log that can be used for reverse-engineering the tokens based on query frequency in the log. Reference [73] also demonstrated that privacy leaks are possible using query logs through the use of basic classifiers that are able to connect demographic data to individuals. From a commercial side, in addition to AOL and Netflix incidents, in October 2010, Facebook acknowledged that its top-10 popular applications including FarmVille and Texas Hold'em shared personal demographic user data and clicked ads with advertisers without users' agreement. -Location-based search: Location is another element of context that is collected at a large scale using different devices such as smartphones, tablets and game consoles. However, the privacy concerns are significant when users share their location data with location-based service providers via queries and check-ins [102] since location traces of mobile users can be linked, even if anonymized, to other sources of user profiles including a few spatio-temporal points of the location trajectory of a target user. For instance, Reference [32] showed that only a few samples of GPS data are sufficient for identifying 95% of all users involved in a 500k-user phone log. In the same spirit, Reference [33] previously demonstrated that even though cell locations do not reveal the exact locations of users, a third party could rely on a sequence of cells to reveal the individuals with a high level of confidence. One wellknown case of privacy violation that attracted high attention is Apple storing and collecting location data from its user iPhones, backed up with iTunes and sent to Apple without user consent [116] . -Social search: The widespread adoption of social platforms by users has renewed the problem of data privacy particularly because users naturally share information using these platforms and that information aggregation across platforms allows inferring personal invasive information [7] as well as linking user profiles across different social communities [49] or de-anonymizing users [165] . Several studies have also shown that user characteristics such as demographic and professional data [140, 147] can be inferred from users' social contexts by combining that information with third-party background knowledge of correlation 
Measuring Sensitivity and Privacy Risks.
With considering the risks of privacy violation users are faced with, a natural question that rises is: How to provide privacy risks assessment to users and making them aware of possible exposure? Previous approaches for designing privacypreserving data methodologies that provide control for users relied on the incorporation of user preferences over what type of data can be logged [84] . Recent approaches rather provide users with a measure that is able to estimate the risk of de-identification based on raw anonymized data. Within this realm, authors in Reference [129] introduced a new approach called stochastic privacy, which is fundamentally based on communicating a privacy risk measure to users, computed as the probability that their private data will be shared with third parties will not exceed a given bound. The general methodology is based on the optimization of a utility function constrained by both data accessibility with the purpose of maximizing the service quality (e.g., personalization) and privacy risk. The study by Reference [7] particularly estimates the risk assessment measure emerging from users' postings in online communities by relying on a ranking-based approach to the privacy-risk estimation. The general model first identifies sensitive topics and related adversary background knowledge and then computes the privacy risk score of a user with respect to a given sensitive topic. The latter is formulated as the maximal entropy estimated for a given user over the set of users in the community by means of masked versus unmasked attributes.
Evaluating Task Performance Using Private Data
Based on relevant literature, we can clearly see that while the release of personal and contextual data for evaluation purpose would be a great benefit to the research community, it could be harmful from a user data privacy perspective. The core question that naturally rises is: How to protect privacy by providing uncertain personal data, while still ensuring their utility and reliability for both evaluation and service design? This is the well-known privacy-utility tradeoff. Regarding the privacy-protection question, early techniques for privacy protection led to the notion of anonymization. The latter refers to removing personally identifiable information from data such as names, addresses and affiliations. Several models have been proposed for structured data such as k-anonymity [5] , relying on the property that each record is indistinguishable from at least k − 1. However, several previous studies and incidents (e.g., AOL and Netflix incidents) showed that such techniques fail under the information linkage process performed by third parties by using nonanonymized resources. A recent and strong formal privacy approach that emerged is differential privacy that became the standard of privacy-preserving data analytics. Differential privacy formalizes the constraint that the addition or removal of data record does not impact the result of statistical queries on the data. Accordingly, record linkage would not be possible, at least it would achieve inaccurate results. For a systematic review on differential privacy, the interested reader might refer to Reference [41] . Differential privacy has been successfully performed on diverse types of contextual data including user browsing log [44] , query logs [46, 166] , query and click logs [83] , and location data [79] .
The privacy-utility tradeoff specifically addresses the usefulness of safe data resulting from the application of privacy-preserving techniques. The review of the literature highlights that (1) this question has been experimentally evaluated with respect to the comparative performance of target tasks using the original data versus released data and that (2) the results generally vary jointly with the nature of data being perturbed and privacy budget values. For instance, in Reference [55] , the authors studied the privacy-preserving issue within the task of people search in a social network. The authors showed that the task performance is significantly sensitive to the type of social network attributes being masked: local versus global social network. In contrast, Fan et al. [44] showed that their technique achieves comparable results on both original browsing behavior logs and released logs for different tasks namely top-K mining and web page counts but varies according to privacy budget. Larger noise might lower task performance and hinders utility. The same conclusion has been found by Zhang et al. [166] within a adhoc web search task. Beyond the trade-off between data privacy and data utility for evaluation purpose, recent studies advocate the design of novel evaluation frameworks appropriate for searching safe data. Oard et al. [109] argue that sensitivity is a relevant criteria that could be incorporated into the nDCG measure. A system is evaluated with respect to its ability to searching among secrets, in other words, retrieving both relevant and non-sensitive information. In the same spirit, Fang and Zhai [55] propose the VIRlab system, which is characterized by a data-centric evaluation approach where the evaluation algorithms move from the sites of algorithm to the sites of data. This architecture provides the users with a better control on the types of data used for evaluation purpose but the underlying challenge is the design of a modular evaluation allowing to separate between the system and the user requirements.
CONCLUSION AND PROMISING PERSPECTIVES
In this survey, we reviewed the literature surrounding contextual IR evaluation. After presenting the different context definitions, we showed the influence of context on the validity of basic hypothesis of traditional IR evaluation through an argumentative debate and highlight the need for novel and more realistic hypothesis and norms that fit context-aware evaluation. Then, we presented an overview of major contextual IR evaluation methodologies and categorized them according to (1) system-based studies including official evaluation campaigns, track-like evaluation methods, and log-based studies, and (2) user-based evaluation methods including user studies and diary studies. We particularly reviewed this work by focusing on the impact of context on IR evaluation design and highlight the strengths and limitations of each category of evaluation methodologies. A second part of our review concerns the evaluation challenges accompanying the shift to dynamic IR on one hand and the privacy concerns within contextual IR evaluation on another hand.
The review of the literature in the area of contextual IR evaluation reveals that remarkable advances were developed this last decade in defining evaluation tasks that involve dynamic context, mobile context, search task, user sessions, geographic and temporal context. Although the advances in benchmarking evaluation frameworks for contextual IR within predefined tasks, IR evaluation becomes more and more challenging due to the timely convergence of several factors such as the rapid growth of devices, the multiplicity of contextual signals, the increasing complexity of search tasks, while guaranteeing the evaluation of the system through both controlled and uncontrolled experiments, thus to enable the evaluation of the system in real settings and to ensure repeatability of the experiments.
In what follows, we present some open issues that may contribute to relevant investigations in the field of contextual IR evaluation.
New Evaluation Design for Dynamic Context-Based IR.
Dynamic IR is an emerging and promising sub-field of IR research [130, 158, 158] . It deals with the dynamics of real world search settings, responds to adverse changes, learns and adapts. Evaluation of dynamic IR is challenged by the need of a dynamic multi-stage search scenario that concerns the ranking of documents over multiple stages of search results. Although most user-based studies have assumed the context/relevance as dynamic/changing during session time, they are commonly situated outside the TREC/CLEF frameworks except a few studies that have exploited the TREC framework, more precisely the HARD track of TREC collection for evaluating contextual IR systems [31, 78] . For the purpose of finding relationships between usefulness assessments and perceptions of work task complexity and search topic specificity, an exploratory user-based study has been conducted [68] using iSearch Test Collection in Physics that includes structured and comprehensive user-generated information on the search situation such as the description of task, search topic, the perceived task complexity, and search topic specificity. By using datasets from official evaluation campaigns like Dynamic Domain TREC Track, a drawback is that they lack interactive data like a user's query reformulations as additional and contextual knowledge in evaluating a realistic dynamic IR evaluation framework. Moreover, the framework provides fine-grained feedback data on specific subtopics that are not available in real search settings. Another important missing aspect in dynamic IR evaluation framework design is the implementation of the principle of polyrepresentation, which is a theory that informs about the structured merge of a range of contextual elements involved in IR [65] . Polyrepresentation of the interaction process has been investigated through interface simulations studies [151] [152] [153] .
One promising research opportunity in dynamic IR would be the use of the living lab evaluation as an alternative approach. This approach provides a benchmarking platform for researchers to train and then test their ranking systems in a live setting with real users in their natural task environments. From the dynamic search evaluation perspective, the main benefit of living lab experiments is the access to real interaction data within real applications on one hand and the ability to evaluate average system effectiveness regardless of any baseline ranker on another hand. Moreover, it opens up new evaluation perspectives related, for instance, to the impact of aspect modeling or query prediction on system effectiveness, at least at late search stages. This would lead to a better achievement of an optimal tradeoff between gain and effort. However, although the living lab approach has showed success in its first editions, it is challenged by a number of concerns regarding the tasks, design, development, maintenance, and security of the infrastructure required to support such evaluations. We highlight possible research perspectives for key concerns in benchmarking living lab evaluation for dynamic search: (1) As commercial organizations participate by providing access to their data and business processes, a first issue in living lab evaluation is related with legal and ethical issues such as the user consent, legalities regarding the release of data, copyright issues, commercial sensitivity of interaction data, and so on. This would motivate research in investigating privacy-preserving techniques that we reviewed in Section 5 to be integrated in the design and implementation of the living lab framework. (2) To make the evaluation of dynamic search more user-oriented, it is worth measuring the evolving user satisfaction over the search process. Beyond quantitative measurement that could be extracted from ground truth built by the users themselves rather than independent assessors, the living-lab framework naturally offers the opportunity of learning and testing qualitative indicators. However, because of the reproducibility issue, further investigation is needed to ensure the generalizability of experimental findings.
On the Consistence of Evaluation Metrics Used for Contextual Search.
The literature review about contextual IR evaluation highlights that a metric generally encompasses different criteria such as novelty, freshness, ranking, gain, and cost to cite but a few. For instance, while the Session nDCG [71] considers the cumulative gain and document ranking, the Cube Test metric [97] considers a novelty discount per subtopic as well as the gain and cost per document. Jointly optimizing such factors is known as an NP-hard problem [17] . More particularly, these multi-criteria-based measures are heavily dependent on the topic (and subtopics) being evaluated, which makes the computation of averaged scores across topics not accurate and lead to their inappropriate use for systems comparison. Thus, an interesting research direction would be the design of appropriate optimization methods that rely on the aggregation and combination of partial optimal measures per criteria that allow generating a global measure that does not necessarily require the individual measures to be comparable.
Another issue that rises from such measures is the fact that they require fine-grained relevance judgments from users at the subtopic level, which are costly in terms of both time and money. Prior works have investigated the reliability of results with incomplete judgments and have proposed appropriate measures such as the bPref [16] . However, they were performed using traditional precision-recall measures. Thus, another relevant investigation would be the study of the robustness of such measures in presence of incomplete judgments with the aim of revising them if needed to make dynamic test collections reliable evaluation resources.
Evaluation of Contextual Lifelogging Systems.
The aim of lifelogging is to timely record multimodal digital traces from users performing their everyday activities. The traces include diverse forms of contextual data including time, location and actions. Thus, lifelogging technologies manage past and current historical and personal data, which is the ultimate form of context [54] . This invasive nature of lifelogging naturally impacts the personal privacy of lifeloggers. Thus, the emergence of lifelog data and related applications in information access and retrieval would renew the debate around the social, legal, and psychological aspects of personal privacy [54] and we believe that this would give rise to research opportunities in the area of contextual IR evaluation, which is initiated by the NTCIR 12 Lifelog Semantic Access Task. The core questions that are worth it to investigate are the following: (1) What would be the common evaluation guidelines to set up experimental evaluation protocols ensuring the lifeloggers' privacy preserving? (2) How to allow large-scale evaluation and the generalizability of the evaluation outcomes using limited samples of safe data? Preliminary investigations that attempt to answer the above questions have been recently undertaken by Chowdhury et al. [22] but the research field is still young and, to gain maturity, it requires the collaboration between researchers from two research disciplines, namely IR and information security as claimed in the Privacy-Preserving IR (PIR) workshop series [55] .
In summary, evaluation of contextual IR seems to be in a significant and continuous progress, even if an important amount of related research has achieved maturity. Given its importance in many applications, new and more realistic frameworks that move beyond static frameworks with sampled and limited data need to be explored in the forthcoming future.
